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Ethnic , iinoricy Research: Trends and Directions

Stanle Sue

University of Washington

Psychology, as all as other social sciences, attempted:to address the

needs of various ethnic minority groups. The importance -of research in pointing

to these needs and to possible solutions was underscored by the PreM.dent

Commission on Mental Health: earch should be,.undertaken to ynderstand the

needs and problems of underserved populations, such as Asian Americans, Blacks;

IiispanicAmericans, and Native AMe icans-. These groupi represent about 17 -percent

of.the United State- population and suffer-disproportionately from.the alienation

and fear, depression and anger which accompany prejudice, discrimination, and

poverty"- Report the President, 1978, pp. 75-76).

.

`14111.1 there is strong consensus among policy makers, researchers, and the

public that substantial time, effort, and funding be focused upon ethnic minority

research, twooproblems immediately come to miftd. 'First, ethnic mim groups such

as American Indians, Asia_ Americans, Blacks, acid Hispanics-have. imiLar ae well.

different men.-a_,health research needs and experiences.. In orde to speak

ethnic minority

ends applicable

etch it is to some

g

t necessary to draw out general

and at the same time to refer to azic...h group's

'concerns "Secoac ethnic research has generated a great, deal of contro7

versy and rhetoric because r esearch is not simply a scientific task but rather a

proce's involving scientific methodology, valu needs, philosophical per p c

politic's,' and funding. The purpose. of this paper is to examine -trends for ethnic

research and to offer recoMmendations for research directions. Sev ral questions

and issues are tliscu&sed:

are the research themes and trends that have evolved w4th respect

to, Minority
DEEARTMENT oF HEALTH.
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(2) What or areas in mental health, drug, and alcohol research should

focus upon?

What is the value of resea inor ty groups?

(4) Who should conduct research on what populations?

(5) What methods shouFld we use in research?

(6) What is the r-elatio nshi.p between researchers, various communities, and

consumers?

(7) How can we obtain funds for ethnic research?'

Themes and .Trends

It is impossible to appreciate the current, st

referenc

hnic research without

past research themes. Three general themes can be identified:

(1) the inferiority model, (2) the deficit'mod 1, and (3) the bicultural or

multicultural model. In the Foreword __ the book Racism and Psvcbiat by Thomas

and Sillen (1972), Kenneth Clark, ast President of the American Psychological

Association, Idicates that social scientists often reflect the trends of society..

Be states that "Probably the most disturbing insight obtained from the relentless

clarity faith which this book documents the case racism In American Psychiatry

the.iro it fact, that the-students research workers and professionals in the

behavioral sciences --like members of,the clerty and educe ors--are no more immune

by virtue of their values and training to the disease and supersti ion of Ameri

m than is the av age man" (p; xii). Indeed, Thomas and Sillen document the

historical tharne perpetuated by research that Blacks are psychologically and

intellectually inferior Whites, Society -teas largely lleId unaccountable for the

plight of ethnics since the.vietims thern:elves`taere to blame. I- do not vent to

dell on this point except -to say that early -research focused the perceived. inferiority

of certain, ethnic .minority group _ndividuals,
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ly, we have moved and continue to move in"a direction that

y

attributes. the plight of ethnic minority groups, to society and social conditions.

There were attempts` to study societal racism and its effects on ethnic minorities,

The victim was.blamed less, for.it was believed that society waS the culprit.

Gordon port (1954) in his classic book The_Natureofjr,sjudtcp indicated that

prejudice and discrimination could not solely be attributed to. abnormal personalities

or to "rednecks." Rather, social psychological processes in society were respon-

sible, a theme reiterated by Jones (1972) and Pettigrew (1973). The assumption

was that prejudice and discrimination craved stress fo minority groups. Con-.

sequently, many minority group individuals were deficient, underprivileged, patho-

logical, or deviant. Kramer, Rosen, and Willis (1973) went so far as to say that

"Racist practices undoubtedly tare key factors -- perhaps the most important ones

in producing mental disorders in Blacks and other underprivileged groups

(p. 3551, Many.studies documented the social, economic, and mental health con-

dit ons of minority. groups. Blacks were presamedto have high rates of Mental

'disorders, a poor family structure, lower intelligence, and high rates of drug

addiction; Native Americans /American Indians were prone t- alcohol sm-and suicide;

.Bispanics'were described as having tendencies toward drunkenness, -*nal behavior,

and undependability (see 'Fischer, 1969; !Untie, 1974; Padilla & -R

Interestingly, Asian Americans were believed to have few profile

supposedly free. from prejudice and distrimination (Sue, Sue, &
w

-1973).

ince they were

ue, 1975). Most

ethnic minorities were assumed to have serious.problems involving self,-identity

and self-esteem because of Culture conflict.

The deficit model was helpful

ethnic minority in explaining the

was that analysis,of institutional factors

:atus

using on society rather than the individual

cif minority groups. Th implication

s necessary. We also know that.racim

doed affect the physical, social, economic, and psychological being of minority
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ups. Because of discrimination and unreiponsiveness of service to minority

geoups, mental health treatment and service delivery syst6ms are inadequate. The

deficit model, therefore, stimulated research' into societal factors, the effects

rac is

e

and the adequacy of treatment services.

The deficit model, while valuable in certain respects, also raises grave

concerns.

(1) The emphasis on deficits neglected strengths, competencies, and skills

found. i.nvethnic familiei, communities, and cultures (Jones, 1972;

Thomas & Sillen, 1972).

(2) There Baas a tendency to focus upon treatment or remediation of "deficiencies"

rather than upon the institutional,roots for the deficiencies, as means of

resolving problems.

The deficit model implied that certain ethnic group behaviors were psycho-
. 4

Whological if they deviated from mainstream norms (Padilla & Ruiz, 1973)

so that a strict assimilation model was deemed appropriate.

Concep ual and methodological challenges were made concerning the adequacy

of research findings. For example, in the areas of ethnic identity and self-

este '(Banks, 1976; Brand, Padilla, & Ruiz, 1974) family structure (Jones,

1972), and rates of psychopathology (Fischer, 1968), many investigators felt

that previous research strategies were inadequate. Similarly, the view that

Asian' Americans are free ,from, or immune to, the effects of prejudice d

discrimination inaccurate (Sue eta1.; 1975).

These criticisms stimulated what I call the rise in bicultural or multicultural

research.. There is a. growing emphasis on the interaction, between ethnic culture,

mainstream American values, and racism, not only as .causing conflicts. and stress_

but also as providing seeds fo growth and development of competencies. Behaviors

cannot be simply judged as being appropriate inappropriate without reference

the context which such behaviors occur (Or 6,:,Cobb, 1968).
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In sum research or. t =thnic minority groups hi moved' from an inferiority

model to a defl,_

endS rather than aristirict, non-overlapping stages. It should also be noted that

1 and now to a bicultural model. Obviously,' these are

at: el -.7.entgry stages in'terms of knowing menAtal health status,

causesof r.Ln 1 health and needs and solutions.

Dir Lions icr 1esearch

Let MC '

and, in doit

One is tempr= say I a

ctions that we should take in ethnic minority research

adel by which we can systematize research efforts.

d more research i almost all areas involving

minority groups: Essential demographic data, needs assessment, culture, education,

ethnic identity_ men'tal health, community functioning, discrimination, -the costs

of racism not only upon minority groups but upon all Americans, family structure,

psyehop sex roles, mental health delivery systems, and ethnic resources

LO ,1714M0 Where, among these and other areas,

ritios:

dist

solut

and

If

hould tie begin in our research

introduce a 4-stage Cycle of research and to indicate

The. four stages are:-as upcn..Alich to focus, as indicated in Figure

is of ethnic minorities, causes of psychological- wellb

Insert' gore about .here

solutions to' mental health problems, and (4) implementation of

fcut areas are intimately related. do not know the status

of minority groups, then it isr fruitless to look. for causal' factors-

!.0L ',now the causes for mental health status, then is e ceedingly

ions.' Fi knowing solutions to problems- Is of no

we can imtplernent pr and policies which in turn affect the st

ethnics. Let me brlefly discuss the ages.
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ethnic minorities we need an increase in

the quantity and quality of researchstudies. Because of methocrological,. eon-

ceptual, and practical problems in ethnic research (to be discussed later), we

are still at elementary steps in having systematic and accurate information on

various ethnic minority groups. That is why-many researchers are attempting to

conduct needs assessment of ethnic groups. That is'why researchers are constantly

fru trated. Basic and essential information is lacking. For example, we still

do not know exactly how many Asians are in the United States. Estimates vary

from official sources to community leaders. The same situation exists for

Hispanic Americans. There continues to be a great deal of controversy over the

rates and extent of mental disorders, drug abuse; and alcoholism among ethnic

group individuals, -My cormnendation is that we begin to systematically

and purposefully collect basic demographic data and eplderiiological information

on various ethnic groups and sub-groups. My second recommendation is that groups

at risk receive a high priority in our research efforts. Immigrants, the poor,

the elderly, tha powerless and other high risk groups should receive special

attention. Fly third reco endation is that needs assessment be planned so that

we can Project for the future.- Changes are rapidly occurring. so that what is true

today isnot true tomorrow. For example, Padilla (1977) indicates that Hispanics

are the fastest growing minority group and that by the year 2000 will be the largest.

In the state of California, nonWhite ethnic groups will in thejlear future out -.

number White Americans. The_Asian population in the United States will double from

.1970 to 1980- (0Wan, Note 1). Native Americans are increasingly becoming an urban

group (Trimble, 1976). Based upon demographic-i risk andstatistics,

future projections, Morton Kramer Note 2), past Director of the Division of

.
Biometry and Epidemiology of-NIMH,,has.predieted-thatby 1985, there

stantial increase

be a sub-

f Blacks and other nonwhites admitted to mental health facilities
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And of Flacks and other nonhites diagnosed as schizophrenics. That is, the

percentage increase will be greater among nonWhites and Whjtcs because the former

vould be'more heavily represlinted in the high risk groups, All of these; pro-

jections indicate the necessity to.addrest our efforts not only for today but

Is for

Second, more research should be devoted to causal factors in mental health

and mental d st,urbance. ant to make a distinction between health and dis-

turbance. Health is not simply the absence of disturbance. individuals may not

be 'mentally ill" bur rather have low positive mental health--e.g., low self-
\

esteml, Anger, feelings of powerlessness, etc.. -in the same way that' one .can be

free cof. dis'ease but have poor physical health. I do not want to. carry this analogy

far since medical model concepts are too limiting. My point, and fourth

recnuendation, is that our attention on causal factors be expanded to include

positive mental .health as well as what has traditionally been considered distu

behavior (i.e., psych at ic disorders including drug and alcohol abuse). neve op-

ment of self-esteem, feelings of personal control, mastery, achievement, self-

idea -ty, happiness, etc. would,all fall under the rubric of positive mental

health Then, _, when one. examines causal factors, there is a tendency to dwell

,on stressors. Culture conflict, culture shock, stereotypes .discriminatien, poverty,

etc. , are stresors

previo ss ly, focuson stressors helps to, pexpetua

bed

are believed to influence mental heal_i.. As meriti.oned

del orientation.

gut mental health -and mental disorder8 are also affected by resources that the

s oci p ovid The fifth r ecommendation is that resources and their means of

preventing or inter- enin On behalf

Areas of study. can be conceived as havin

ental health be stud d. Note that specific

potential as a 4tressor or resour e.:

Thus' any si Nth recommend a' on is that the individual, family, community , earl tune,
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and society he studied as stressors and resources. Finally, ethnic minority

groups shwa a great deal of differences: Even among the major groups, there are

.ma.ior differences in.factors such as social class, immigrant status, urban-rural

residence, integrated-segregated neighborhoods, etc. The seventh recommendation

that we begin -to focus more specifically on inter- and int -group variations

and _n ethnic conceptions of behavior and disorders.

Third, he'search for solutions is crucial. We know that the mental

health needs of minority groups are very serious, Th evidence that minority

groUp clients are not preferred by therapists; that even when these clients are

in' psychotherapy, .rapport and a good working relationship between.client and

therapist are difficult to achieve* and that the mental health delivery System is

unresponsive. For example in-one study (Sue, 1977), it aas found that approximately

half of all.Asian'American Black,' Chicano, and Native American clients failed to

return for treatment after one session in ,community mental health centers, compared

to a much lowdr failure -to- return rate for Whites. I have three recommendations.

dealing with solutions a. t the level of (1) individuals, (2) systems, and (3) time

of intervention. With respect to the individual-level, we need more research into-

the factors that facilitate positive outcome ±n treatment (recouffnendation

It has been sta -ted that treattnent'stedds, be culturally responsive,

that similarity in race between therapist and client is important,' that therapists

= must be open flexible; and free of stereotypes, and so on. Neverthele__

-questions remain and must be researched. For example, what specific therapist

attribut necessary for effective treatment with minority group client-?

How can we better train.stndet- s. and paraprofessionals to work with minority clients

4

The question of the apist attribueS is one.that faces the entire mental health
.--

ethnic minorities, the question -haS posed a much larger probreabecause
....

I--'

the issue and because nic issues h&ma notlacked resources to axe
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the mental healthy fieli. At levil higher than the

individual one, we need to focus on systems and community processes (recommendation

nine). Research into systems can be diVided into ethnic and mainstream solutions.

Ethnic solutions e those culturalOcommUaity means of resolving emotional dis-

. turbances. Medicine men, curanderas, third party intermediaries, herbalists, and.

even ethnic churches often play a vital role in treatment. Their impact and value

in ethnic communities have been assumed. Greater research must be conducted to

investigate their effectiveness so chat these resources can be better utilized

and applied more broadly. Mainst eam solutions are those that are in widespread

use today. Community mental health centers, hospitals, clinics, and other facilities

form the major part of our mental health care system. What kinds of changes

should occur in our system to better respond to minority group needs? In enhancing

the mental health of-minority groups the development and assessment of our system

should proceed Al three directiods. First, evaluation- should be made of existing

services and programs to meet-the ne-edd of ethnic groups. For example, many

Community mental health centers have hired ethnic speeialists utilized nonpro-

fessionals engaged .in outreach services or clients advocacy. programs. Have these

been effective? Second, independent (free from existing programs) but parallel

(i.e., similar to existing services) programS have been established for thnic

groups. That is, many services or agencies have been created to serve minority

groups. An important research issue is to determine their effectiveness and to

find out what aspects are particula ly responsive so that others can initiate or

modify.programs 4to better meet the needs of minority groups. Third, new, non-

parallel services should be developed and evalbated. New therapies agencies,

institutions aimed at ethnic groups are important.

Time-of intervention is also areimpOrtant faCtor to consider in our efforts

\

Recommendation,.t n is that primary prevention programs in Mental-health drug abuse,
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' and aldobolisql be given high priority, e reduction of the incidence of disorders

through elimination of causal factors or through unproved resources must be ins

vesti.gated. Charles Willie (Note- 3) a member of the President's Commission On

-Mental Health, acknowledges the key role of prevention. He states that "In the

past, effective .treatment for various disorders including mental disorders have

been made available first to the affluent and member of the majority, Prevention,

however .benefits both .the majority and the minority, the affluent as well as the

disadvantaged. Minorities therefore, may help the majority as well as their own

members by insisting that preventive efforts pertaining to mental disorders not

be delayed.'

I am not naive in recommending research on primary prevention. I. realize

that (1) priority is often given to urgent and acute problems needing treatment,

(2) fruits of prevention programs take years to demonstrate, (3) past prevention

headstart, etc.) have frequently
.

efforts (such a.s in early education progr

lacked sound methodology, and (4) some researchers have doubted whether we know

enough to begin massive primary prevention programs. However, if we are to truly

respond to ethnic minority groups, reduction in thAlacidence, not merely in the
_ti

prevalence, of disorders must occ

encouraged and supported.

Research proposals on prevention should -be

Thus far, the importance of research in determining the statu s of minority

ups, the causal factors in psychological 11-being, and the possible solutions

have been discussed. fourth and final step (recommendation_ eleven) in research

is to implement strategies and solutions. Funds are needed for mental health

research in (general and minority group mental health in particular, In addition,

-.there must be means ofiMplementing the possible solutions suggested.by research

findings. -Here the task is to increase funding, have influence in the Political

process, to affect public programs and policies, and to make others.aware of needs
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nense task can be achieved.

My point is that implementation is a logical and necessary step in enhancing

psychological well-being.

Value of Research

ch has been attacked as having no applied value, as being too abstract

and esoteric, and as perpetuating stereotypic, biased, or even.inaccurate views

of minority groups. Because of the urgent and presting needs of minority groups,

recommendation twelve is that priority be given to research that has the potential

of significantly contributing to the betterment and ell-being of the minority

groups in the short or long term. The issue here is not basic versus applied

research. Basic research often has applied value and applied research has often

failed' to produce mearingful-findings and practical implications Research pros

posals for funding should be explicit indelineating their impact and significance.

Very few, if any, instances can be found where ingle piece of research has

resulted in social change, social action pub ic policies, etc. Rather, the

systematic, gorous, and multidimensional approach to attacking a problem or issue

has probably been of greatest benefit. Seen in this llght,cresearch can serve a

documenting needs to the public and to policy makers, as pointing to the under-

lying roots of problems, and as suggesting possible means of intervention.

Research can have tremendous value if properly4.targeted at. problems, systema ca y

conducted, and int tiated with adequate research st

Researchers and Those Researched

gtes and tools.

Since early ethnic research was for the most `part conducted by White res

and since minority groups often see research findings as being biased and

archers

naccUrate,

the essential- question of who should conduct'reseer h on what populationsmust-be.

.addressed. Some feel that only members of a particular group should 'conduct

on that.-group. Ethnicity_of the esearcher would be attecessary (but nbt sufficie



condition. Others believe that regardl

and ethnic. sensitivity sufficient factors for ethnic re

issue is further complicated by.

however, the-

pos_ibility that factors such'as quali

and sensitivity may be related to ethnicity.

cations

For example, Brazziel (1973) states

that "Tdday'l white researchers are perhaps counterproductive in black communities

not because they,are white, but because they are poorly trained." (p. 41).

Brazziel .c

Black\researche

and have inadequacies 1n perceiving racism. In this View -ethnicity of researcher

ra argue that White researchers (I) have less credibility than

n Black conmiunities and (2) are affected by their own train g

and ethnic background are important factors to consider.

It is unwise and impractical __ try to'limit ethnic research to researchers

who-have ethnic Similarity to the group being studied. First;' there is still a

manpot4er shortage of ethnic researchers. ,Se ond various Whita,researchars (or

ethnic researcher's study ebhriic groups different from their own) have made

valuable c ibutions. Third, race relatiOns, racism, mental health, etc.,

mist be issues and_ problems `addressed, by all Americans. Fourth; it is mply

i'UTO ible-to limit research on ethnic groups, according-to race of the researcher.

Qualification erisitivity, and, credibility shoUld dictate who does research on

what populat o T. -However, since thes-e,characteristics may be related to ethnicity

and since ethnic perspe,Lives have been, lacking in ethnic res arch, recommendation

thirteen i.s that -ualifieer earchers with proposals of merit should conduct

ethnic research; nevertheless, since researchers of the same thaicitY as their

ity group Often have special lePsights, credibility, and sensitivity and are

now beginning. to have an impact on ethnic research, them investihators should

anion is that ethnic researchershave increased

e.reaso

1 cation

uppor and encouragement.

hei have only recently had influence o arch. Another

at. researchers who differ -- .ethnically from thre.group bOng studied
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AeVelop se=nsitivity, g

assistance and advice from group menbers.

Methodology_ and Conceptual

iCh that g and must seek

One.perSistent problem in minority grotip research is the use of proper
0

conceptual and methodological tools, This problem in ethnic research includes

(1) use of culturally.biased measures,- inadequate considers a of ethnic.

,respohse sets, faulty interpretations of :minority group behaviora,A4)-lick

of norms in evaluating ethnic responses, and (5) effects of experimenter's race

ethnicity upon subjects. Many researchers have iointed boconceptual and

methodological research issues in areas such as intelligence` (Jorgamsen, 1973;

1974), personaLity and ethnic identity (Banks, 1976; grand. etAl.,

1974.; Nobles, 1974), mental health (Sue et al 1975; Thomas & Sillen 1972),

and family structure (Gordon, 1973; TriMh16,.1976). These investigators have

been critical -f many earch incrings on minority groups. Strict adherenc

traditional concepts and methodological t_ li made it difficult to explore, the

use of more.innovative.concepts and rnethodoiogies that might be pplied more

appropriately Co minority_ `groups. I-believe that many ethnic researchers are

rrated by the proliferation of studies that have methodological. and conceptual

,inadequacies. ,TheYare also frustrated by (1) requirements upon which research

granting agencies often insist that onLy traditional and well researched inscru

ment- be used, (2) editorial policies of bourn Ls that=havesimilar equireMe

and (3) the Lark of more adequate concepts and Mie hcidologkes study ethnic groups.

In trying to .avoid the pitfalls of.previous research; irirestigators have had to

start'fr "scratch. The fou_ teeth reee mendation is-that support be -given to

the creation or- development of innovative and'more adequate concepts and inst

merits .ethnic research rather than to the continued usefof traditional strategies

that fail accurately convey minority group experiences. The issue xs so
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much. ,over whether research should be correlational, experimental, single subject,

field, labo atory, cr participant-obse ver! rather, it is over the issues of

culturally biased measures, response sets,. etc., mentionedpreviously.

Community Relations

Within the last decade; many minority group' indiViduals have grown increasin

suspicious of the motives of the researcher and of the outcome'of research ((Sue 6.

Suei 1972), Ethnic communities often feel that research is i 1 van t and

inOcurate.at worst. They feel exploited as subjects of research and distrustful

researchers.- Indeed, funding for research (ethnic and nonethnic) has come under

scrutiny- by the, public and by decision - makers. Some of the problems are

due to public misunderstandings' of the research endeavor. But probably to a greater

extent, Aifficultiet have ar sen because communities have -,not been called upon as

llebOr tord research. Research, pecially that dealing with social issues,

1. problems and ethnic MLitt itY groups, require broad p rticipatiort Gordon

(1970- advises that," .all partie share in .guiding the total research e deavor,

including isions about research conceptualization; design methodology, and th

dissemination 1 the utilization of data. We must recognize that such data are used

to influence public poliCy; they generatelolitical consequences which must-be to the
e

benefit of the community involved." (p. 94),. Reco nendation fifteen is, that re-searchers

and. ethn o _unities collaborate and share in

Fuadin

It is -very clear that unding has a profound impact on

Research.

research. ndeavora.

quality, quantity,- etc., of research. What is also clea

the direction, nature,

that while a compelling

case can be made for the necessity of substantial funds for research in general,

ethnic research must receive high priority. Issues of minority group mental health,

.drug and alcohol use, and racism are - urgent ones that haVe been inadequately ad-,

All funding agencies in the mental heal h aren not just
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nor' y

even systern itir=al ly %end sul stantiall i iY support .etl nic mfxiority research

recommendation sixteen). The p oblens and issues concerning minority gresup mental

health are "not limited simply to-ethnic minority groups. Aside from the moral or

human, ights,issue -racism continues to affect not only minority groups but also

all americans.

us all. .Funding for mental health research should reflect the .magnitude of the issue

.or probleM.

be pres

researc

.

Issues concerning integration; bussing, poverty, well-beingImpact

.

through research that. needs, problems, iSaues,and solutions can

ted to the public, decision
t

ng agencies, etc:

akers, scientific and professional communities,

Conclusions

In such a brief ana ysis, it is .difficult to examine. the issues of minor ty

group research in much Aepth: ne'sixteen recoWmend_t ons are.pot intended qn be

specific`or definitive. For example,1 have-not specified whether research.,,on, say,

eery

e important than research on cultural values. In viec'of the

or researCh in all areas-(e,g, needs assessment and epidemiology, stres,so

And resources, solutions, imple t ion my plea' is for more research, grea

laystamatic efforts, use 'of proper, conceptual and methodological 'tools; involvement

lified and sensitive researchers, increased' collaboration between researchers and

the community, the enhancement of mental health, nd more earcb- funds. - Access co,

policy makers and funding sources Should be facititated.urthermora,

truly to responct.to research needs of ethnic

we are

orities , the current, trend to include

more minority group persons on research review groUps in administrative pbsitions,

and as decision makers must be expanded. These suggestions and recommendations-are

for` the most part not new. But they bear repeating in light of the unmet needs

issues regarding minority group mental health.
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Footnote

An earlier version' of this paper as an invited address at the National-

Conference on MinorityGroup Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental Hes th Issues

sponsored by ADAMHA Denver, May, L978.
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Status of Ethnic Groups
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culture, and` society leVels
later= and intra-group differences

In2021sentalisa

Funding
2. Pclitical prodess
3 PutiliC policy

4. Utilization .and
dissemination of
findings

Individual
Systems
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